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In their original analysis of the dynastic hislory
of Palenque, Peter Mathews and Schele (1974)
identified an accession phrase consisting ofthe
T713 "flat-hand' followedby a compound reading
tu ba or tu u ba (Fig. 1). Since then, many epig-
raphers have expanded our understanding ofthe
event recorded by this expression. In this essay,

we propose that the T7131757 accession phrase
referred specifically to the presentation ofa war
helmet, the emblems of the Tlaloc-Venus and
Tok'-Pakal warfare complex. Warfare elements of
Maya accession ritual likely emerged as a result
of the Tikal-Waxaktun war and the events that fol-
lowed. We argue that Palenque and Tikal Maya
equated accession with the transference of the

emblems of sacred war from parents to son. We
hrst summarize our present understanding of each

component of the T7131757 expression.
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Fig. 1 The T7I3/757 accession expression
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Fig. 2 Substitutions into the T713 hand

In 1985, while collecting comparative data on
the L'nar Series for a proposed book on Maya
writing with David and George Stuart, Schele
aqted thrt the signs appearing in Glyph F also
occur above the hand (T713) in accession expres-
sions (Fig. 2). Following clues, substitutions, and
new readings provided by David Stuart, Nikolai
Grube, and Barbara Macleod, Schele (1991)
proposed the readings hun, sakhun, ar'd sak
hunal for these elements and argued that this
phrase referred to both the Jester God and the

headband worn by kings. These readings are sup-
ported by iconographic comparison and syllabic
spellings of the various components. Sak Hun flat-
hand headdress phrases often occur withtfu, tu ba
collocation.

Victoria Bricker (1985) first proposed that the
T757 tu Da compound functions as a reflexive.
Yukatek and Cholan both list ba as the reflexive
particle. Barbara Macleod (1991) refined
Bricker's proposal by connecting the glyphic tu ba
collocation to similar constructions in the Akalan
Chontal document which functioned as benefactive
particles. She proposed that this prepositional
phrase records that the headdress event was done
"for him' or on behalf of the clause protagonist.

Two representations of this ritual and their ac-
companying texts confirm Macleod's suggestions.

The first example is a small incised bone now
housed at the Dallas Museum of Art (Fig. 3). The
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Fig. 3 The DMA bone
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Fig. 4 Tikal Stela 31 (drawing by I. Monrgomery)
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0ext here records the Calendar RorrDd drte 5 Kib
end of Yaxk'in (it should be 19 Yaxt'in), the 'flrt-
hand" verb, u hun('his headbanil'), tu fu ('for
him'). The protagonist, Tank' Sa \['inik Aharr',
follows immediately. The bone pictures an old
god (perhaps the same as the left throne bearer m
the Palengue Tablet og 1tre $rrn) raising an ot[-
ward-facing headdress over his head. The
protagonist wears a simple headband. He holds a

spondylus shell and crossed-bands icon, which
may belong to the headdress. His throne includes
a skyband, swag curtain, and Itzam-Yeh, the celes-
tial bird.

The act of displaying a headdress toward an rm-
seen audience also occurs on the front ofTikal
Siela 31, where K'awil-Chan performs the action
(Fig. a). Schele and Freidel (1990) previously rm-
derstood that the picture corresponded to the last
surviving verbal phrase of the rear inscription, an
event (perhaps chibah, or, as Stuart has proposed,
o chbih) involving someone named " spearthrower-
shield. " Schele and Freidel argued that actror was
K'awil-Chan. They still support that position.
However, they now believe that the action repre-
sented on the front of the monument is the king's
accession. However, here the king himself raises

the headdress. As both Macleod and Schele have
observed, the text records the headdress verb
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Fig. 5 Substitution Set of the Shield
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Fig. 6 "Mah Chak-Te" substitutions

('flat-hand') without the benefactive tu ba expres-
sion. This is one of the few examples of the
phrase tn the Corpus Inscriptionwn Mayarwn lack-
ing the tu ba. MacLeod and Schele independently
proposed that this written pattern directly reflects
the fact that on the headdress was not displayed
for K'awil-Chan by someone else, but rather that
he raised it himself.

Schele and Freidel (1990:157, 449) demonstra-
ted that the headdress held aloft by K'awil-Chan
includes an owl, shield, and javelin dart medal-
lion. We understood that it referred to the javelin-
shield-owl title in the last clause on Stela 31 and
on the so-called Ballcourt Marker from Tikal
Group 6C-XVI. This became the tok'-paka, ('flint-
shield') war emblem in subsequent studies
(Freidel, Schele and Parker n.d.). Our explanation
is based on the substitution ofthejavelin-pierced
owl for the pakal'shield' in Palenque inscriptions
and in the nominal phrase of the third Lord of the
Night (Fig. 5). We proposed that the Maya flint
bla,de, tok', replaced the spearthrower to create
the 'flint-shield' emblem of war. If we are cor-
rect, then K'awil-Chan raises the Early{lassic
version of the royal Maya war helm at his acces-
sion.

The identification of this war helmet as the Tikal
crown is supported by the particular title high

ffiffi
Fig. 7 The War Snake and Chak-Te'
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kings at this polity adopted at accession. This is
the phonetic spelling of the 'batab' title first iden-
tified by Berlin (1958) in his pioneering study of
Emblem Glyphs. He suggested it read batab be-
cause it represents a small axe-wielding god.
Yukatek Mayan lists the termbat for axe. In
1985, David Stuart (personal communication) iden-
tified the god as Chak on account ofthe diadem
included in several examples at Tikal and else-
where. Furthermore, Stuart, Mathews, Stephen
Houston, and other epigraphers realized at the
same time that the title Schele nicknamed
'Makuch' substituted phonetically for the Chak-
axe 'batab' collocation (Fig. 6). Stuart, Grube,
and Schele (1989) later identified another sub'
stitule on Copdn Stela 19 spelled kolom te', or
corner tree. The normal 'Makuch' phonetic sub-
stitution set includes variants spelled with the

signs rna, T528 ku and te' to give ma ku te', mak
te', ot mah kut. Unfortunately, these proved rm-
productive readings. Schele (1990) therefore sug-
gested that considering the full-figure version,
T528 likely read chak. This yields Mah-Chak-Te'.
On the surface, this reading also made little sense.

However, one of the Dresden Codex New Year's
pages pictures Chak as trunk of a directional tree.
Kolom te', an attested substitution, refers 0o the
cortrer trees of the world.



Although the exact reading of this title is still in
grave doubt, we understand the contexts where it
occurs. The most significant is in the name of the
Waxaklahun-Ubah-Chan war serpent (Schele

1990), as on Copdn Stela 6 and the Tikal
Ballcourt Marker (Fig. 7). Here and elsewhere,
the title appears with the direction west and some-
times south. 'West batab' or nwest chak-te'n were
likely war titles adopted by lords of many dif-
ferent kingdoms. At Tikal, it was the office inlo
which the high king acceded from the era of the
Tikal-Waxaktun war until the last known royal ac-

cession.

Warfare and Accession Rites at Tikal
and Palenque

We have known the above for some time now.
Villela recently added an insight completing the
circle linking the Tikal example io those at Palen-
que. The middle hieroglyphic panel in the Palen-
que Temple of the Inscriptions presents lists of
costume elements which include helmets. The text
(Fig. 8) makes it clear that this helmet is used as

a logograph for the headdresses characterizing
each Palenque Triad deity. The same helmet glyph
occurs on Piedras Negras Ll,lntel 2 (Fig. 9), where
it twice appears in the verbal phrase ch'arnwa
kohqw. The helmet grapheme also functions
logographically in one phrase and phonetically in
two others. At Piedras Negras, the helmet glyph
clearly refers pictorially to the mosaic domed
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headgear consistently worn by Classic period war-
riors beginning with Curl-Snout on the sides of
Tikal Stela 31. The Maya connected this helnet
with the Tlaloc-Venus and Tok'-Pakal complexes.

We did not associale this helmet with Palenque
accession scenes until the authors discussed Tikal
Stela 31 and the helmet glyph. Schele had always
separated the drummajor headdress and the tok'-
pakal emblems in the Palenque tri-figure aad
Cross Group panels. She associated them only
with similar headdresses worn at Yaxchilaa. How-
ever, Villela connected the drummajor headdress
to the Piedras Negras examples and war iconog-
raphy on the sides of Stela 31.

The Palenque tri-figure panels picture the same
headdress accession ritual with the event per-

ffiffi

Fig. 9 The Helmet at PN
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Fig. 8 The Helmet Glyph at Palenque
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Tcre \t: T 6

10 (a) Palenque Palace Tablet; (b) Tablet of the Slaves; (c) Oval Palace Tablet; (d)
Chan-Bahlum from the Group of the Cross
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formed 'for' the new king. On the Palace Tablet
(Fig. 10a) and Tablet of the Slaves (Fig. 10b), a

male Schele originaUy (1979) identified as the

kiag's father holds the headdress exactly as on the

Dallas Museum bone.' The mother of the
protagonist holds a personified eccentric flint and

a flayed-face shield. On the Oval Palace Tablet
(Fig. 10c), Lady Sak-K'uk' presents and raises the
headdress for her son Pakal. Pakal presents the

same object io his son on the Temple of the Sun
panel and each of Chan-Bahlam's portraits on the
inner panels of the Group of the Cross show him
wearing a pixom, 'head wrapping,' from which
emerge a leaf and stem, cropped feathers, and the

Mexican Year Sign (Fig. 10d).

li

Fig. 11 The sides of Tikal Slela 31
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Fig. 12 Curl-Snout's acc€ssim

We argue that the Palenque drummajor hea&
dress and the flint-shield are together eguivalent to
the spearthrower-owl-javelin head&ess raised by
K'awil-Chan on Stela 31. Stela 31 text and image
strongly support this interpretation. Schele (196
and 1979) argued that the flanking actors on the
Palenque tri-figure panels and in the Group of the

Cross are dead parents acting
during the child's accession. We
believe Stela 31 presents the same
scene. Texts on each side identiff
both flanking figures as Curl-
Snout, the father of K'awil{han
(Fig. 11). Although each wears dif-
ferent headdresses and other
details contrast, Schele has long
believed that they are meant to be
seen as opposile views of the same
figure. Each holds an atlatl in one
hand and a sqrnre shield in the
other. One scene shows the inside
of the shield and outside of the at-
latl. The other reverses the view.
However, the presentation of these
objects, of the legs, and of the
body are mirror images. They
show Curl Snout from two perspec-
tives.

Why does Curl Snout hold the
tok'-pakal and wear the battle hel-
met? We suggest they signify the
accession of his son. He transfers
these objects to K'awil-Chan when
the latter becomes high king. Curl
Snout's own accession statement
on Slela 4lists ahawkl, rather
lharn ma-chakte'lcl, as the office
he enters (Fig. 12). Mathews

2. This new interpretation of the acceseion verb and itg conrpction to the prrsentation of the helmet ard flint-strield finally puts to rest
the debate over the identity of the central figure on the Palace Tablet, Schele has always maintained it was K'an-Hok'-Chitam, but
others have argued it was Ox-Hunal, the lord who took the king's place after he was captsrred by Tonina. Since the only person in
the text to be associated with the headdress/flint-strield presentation verb is K'an-Hok'-Chitam. Since the central scene depicts this
presentation, we take it to be a firm identification of the central, 'receiving' figure as K'an-Hok'€hitam.{flll r
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(1985) first noted theyahaw and u kahi phrases
recording his subordination to Smoking-Frog, the
Tikal conqueror of Waxaktun. Did Curl Snout
ever succeed Smoking-Fro g as ma-chalde? Would
K'awil-Chan have directly succeeded Smoking-
Frog without Curl-Snout ever having acceded to
that office? Federico Fahsen and Schele (191)
recently addressed these questions in a re-inter-
pretation of the second half of the Stela 31 text.
They proposed that Curl Snout became ma-chalde'
on Smoking-Frog's death and that K'awil{han
first succeeded his father n the ahawlel and after-
ward as ma-chalde'. We believe this last accession
occurred when he displayed the spearthrower-
shield-owl headdress. The Maya pictured &is
event on the front of Stela 31.

Teras \ote rI 6

The composition of Stela 31 drr€S'
anricipates that of tbe Paleoqrx td-6g-
ure panels. The SteLa 3l flantmg
figures are the protagonist's de.d E6Er
meterialized during the accesslm rin{
He presents tbe r*"ar emblems to his
soo. In comperison, 6e PetEaqre the tri-
figure panel parents pres€ot the hea+
dress and the tok'-pakal to their sm-
On Siela 31, Curl Snout wears ihe

emblems and K'awil Chan himself holds
the headdress. The same action categorl'
occurs on Yaxchilan Lintel 25 (Fig.
13), where I-ady K'abal-Xok calls out
the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Chan war ser-
pent. The dynasty founder emerges
from its mouth. The lintel main text
calls this object the tok'-pal<al of Ah-
K'ak' O-Chak. Caption text next to the
figure names him as ch'ok-te-na-wi,
' Sprout-Tree-House-Root,' a

metaphoric reference to lineage
founders.r Founders, war imagery, and

accession are also closely associated at
Cop6n. Warfare and the Copdn polity
founder, Yax-K'uk'-Mo', figure
prominently in the iconography of Altar
Q and the adjacent Temple 16. The

founder's glyph also shows up on a temple at Rio
Amarillo, a subsidiary site in the Copdn
hegemony that was ruled by a lineage claiming de-
scent from its own founder (Schele 1987). Gary
Pahl's (1987) report on this site, which he calls
La Canteada, includes photographs of a Tlaloc
headdress complete with the Mexican Year Sign
and a square-shield with the War Serpent, Waxak-
lahun-Ubah-Chan, carved in its center. Thus, the

founder at Rio Amarillo, like Yax-K'uk-Mo'on
Altar Q and Temple 16 and Yat-Balam on Yax-
chilan Lintel 25, appears with the helmet and
shield of the tok'-pakal accession complex. If our
interpretation of the Palenque scenes is correct,
the headdress ritual recorded by the 'flat-hand'
verb also partakes in this complex of associations.

3. Nikolai Grube (personal communication, 1990) suggested to us that the sign prefiilng the "founder'glyph corrcryonds to the
Iancet held in the woman's hand. However, we think the resemblance is more likely to be to the witzheads on the palanquin on
Tikal Temple 4 Lintel 3. These four heads represent the Yax-Hal-'WiA,, 'First-True-Mountain, " with the Maize God emerging from
their eyes just as he emerges from the cleft of the same mountain on Tablet of the Foliated Cross Et Palenque and on Bonampak
Stela l. Here the upper heads have tatk on lheir noses, while the lower head has this vegetal sign. We think it most likely functions
as the phonetic complement wi fot witz.

Fig. 13 Yaxchilan Lntel25 (drawing by Ian Graham)
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Final Observations and Speculations
At present we are not prepared to accept any of

the various proposed decipherments of the 'flat-
hand' verb. Mathews and Schele originally argued
that the flat-hand verb probably related to the

hand-actions of the flanking figures in Palenque
presentation scenes. Schele abandoned this inter-
pretation over the years. However, the findings
we present here lend it renewed credence. In
some way, the reading of the flat-hand verb
should refer to the action of displaying the head-
dress and the tok'-pakal for the acceding king, or
his displaying it himself, as on Siela 31. Our find-
ings suggest the intimate linkage of accession and
lineage founders to the warfare complex and espe-

cially to the transference of its emblems from old
or historic kings to new Ahawob.

For a reason we do not yet understand, Tikal's
ruling dynasty chose Ma-Chak-Te' as the principle
office of their high king. Other kingdoms used
qhawlel. However, it does not necessarily follow
that Tikal established an over_arching office or
authority over all other Maya kingdoms. Rulers of
other polities regulady included the 'west ma-
chak-te" title in their names. The tok'-pakal acces-

sion complex was used by ders who took both of-
fices and, if we are correct in our interpretation,
the complex was used by kingdoms throughout the

Classic period from northern Yukatan !o the
southern lowlands.

We believe the accession and presentation scenes

at Palenque and the founder iconography at Cop{n
also demonstrate that accession rituals for ahawob
below the king, those Villela calls the Secondary
Tier, also included the display and transfer of the

battle helmet and tok'-pakal emblems. We wonder
if the ritual objects presented to Secondary Tier
nobles at accession were the same used by the
king. Did each great lineage manipulaie its own
ritual emblems? If so, Chak Zutz's helmet and
tok'-pakal were identical to those presenled to
Palenque kings on the Oval Palace Tablet and else-
where.
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